Mr. Cunningham testified that after the order was issued,
he walked the cited belt entry for a distance of some 600
feet while Mr. Button began taking steps to correct the
conditions.  He explained what he observed, and indicated that
"the coal dust was definitely there," and,that there "was
no doubt in my mind that there was a situation established"
(Tr. 18) .  He described the area which he traveled as looking
black in appearance, and while some locations were worse
than others, all of the cited locations definitely had
accumulations of float coal dust.  He described the entry
as being 18 to 20 feet wide, and confirmed that he measured
the float coal accumulations with a ruler, and found that
they ranged from one inch to 12 inches.  He also stated that
he counted eight bottom belt conveyor rollers which were in
loose coal, coal dust, and float coal dust.  The belt was
not running, but if it were, the rollers would have been
turning in float coal dust (Tr. 20) .
Mr. Cunningham stated that when he first entered the
section and was separated from Mr. Ferguson, the cited belt
in question was running, but 20 minutes later when he
walked it it was not (Tr. 20).  Based on his experience, he
did not believe that the cited accumulations resulted from
the prior shift, and due to the extent of the accumulations,
he believed they had existed for "possibly" 16 to 24 hours
or longer.  He was present when the conditions were corrected,
and he counted 30 people in the area when clean up and abatement
took place.  The clean up took two hours and 45 minutes (Tr. 21).
On cross-examination Inspector Cunningham stated that
he was in the mine on May" 11, 1982, the day before the order
issued and that he was in part of the area cited by Mr. Ferguson.
However, he observed no conditions which would have prompted
him to issue a citation for coal accumulations.  On that day
he observed two miners "correcting the situation as it occurred."
He also confirmed that he was in the mine for a total of
9 or .10 working shifts during the period from April 1, 1982
to May 12, 1982 and issued no coal accumulations citations
(Tr. 24).
Mr. Cunningham stated that the mine is entered by means
of a slope car hoist which travels down to the belt in question
and that the belt can be visually observed from the slope
car.  He confirmed that he did not know how many miners were
in the mine on May 12, 1982, and that no one was actually
physically removed from the mine as a result of the issuance
of the order.
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